Thursday, May 21, 2020 Lansing, Michigan

What is Chamber Day
Chamber Day is an opportunity for Michigan Chamber members and local
chamber executives, their staff and volunteer leaders to learn, collaborate
and network on key issues facing our state and local communities.
The Michigan Chamber of Commerce has been a leading voice in
addressing business challenges by providing effective solutions and
promoting sustained economic prosperity in Michigan. Chamber Day is
designed to provide attendees with the tools to be strong advocates for
growing Michigan’s economy.
Chamber Day’s agenda:
Networking and Registration.
Panel discussions on topics including closing the talent gap, barriers to
employability, and advancing Michigan’s economic development.
Discussions with lawmakers.
Lunch with Keynote speakers - Tom Daldin and Jim Edelman, Under the Radar
Michigan.
Opportunity to visit with lawmakers and tour the Capitol.

Keynote Speakers:
Tom Daldin and Jim Edelman are Emmy Award winning producers, actors
and writers who created programs that aired across Michigan and the U.S.
on PBS. They are best known for their work on the PBS TV show “Under
the Radar Michigan (UTR),” the official TV program of Pure Michigan that
features people, places and things that make Michigan a great place to live
and work. UTR airs on every PBS TV station in Michigan.
Tom and Jim will share their inspirational story of reinvention and discovery,
including how they do it, why they do it, and share great stories from their
travels around Michigan.

PRESENTING SPONSOR
Amount: $2,000 (Only one available) SOLD
Includes:
Eight (8) complimentary tickets to Chamber Day at the Capitol with
premium seating.
Top logo recognition on all event marketing materials and signage as
Presenting Sponsor.
Opportunity to introduce speaker and your company/organization.
Opportunity to distribute materials for each attendee.
Recognition on all Chamber social media channels.

GOLD SPONSOR
Amount: $1,000
Includes:
Four (4) complimentary tickets to Chamber Day at the Capitol with
premium seating.
Logo recognition on all event marketing materials and signage.
Opportunity to distribute materials for each attendee.
Recognition on all Chamber social media channels.

TABLE SPONSOR
Amount: $300
Includes:
Reserved half table of four (4) at Chamber Day at the Capitol.

Chamber Day at the Capitol
Thursday, May 21, 2020 | AF Group, Lansing
Please submit names of guests by May 4
CONTACT INFORMATION
NAME ______________________________________________________________________
COMPANY __________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS ___________________________________________________________________
CITY _________________________________________ STATE ____________ ZIP ________
PHONE ___________________________ EMAIL ____________________________________
INDUSTRY __________________________________________________________________

PLEASE SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING OPPORTUNITIES
PRESENTING SPONSOR: $2,000
GOLD SPONSOR: $1,000
TABLE SPONSOR: $300

By mail:
Michigan Chamber Foundation
600 South Walnut Street

By phone:
Danielle Lenz
(517) 371-7679

By email:
dlenz@michamber.com

Lansing, MI 48933

PAYMENT
Make Check Payable to Michigan Chamber Foundation
Invoice my company
Charge my:

MASTERCARD

VISA

AMEX

CREDIT CARD #: ___________________ EXP DATE: _____________ CVV: ______________
SIGNATURE: _______________________ EMAIL: ___________________________________

